In this work, we propose and address a new computer vision task, which we call fashion item detection, where the aim is to detect various fashion items a person in the image is wearing or carrying. The types of fashion items we consider in this work include hat, glasses, bag, pants, shoes and so on. The detection of fashion items can be an important first step of various e-commerce applications for fashion industry. Our method is based on state-of-theart object detection method which combines object proposal methods with a Deep Convolutional Neural Network. Since the locations of fashion items are in strong correlation with the locations of body joints positions, we propose a hybrid discriminative-generative model to incorporate contextual information from body poses in order to improve the detection performance. Through the experiments, we demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms baseline methods with a large margin.
Introduction
Image based fashion apparel spotting is a nascent problem in computer vision that has gained considerable research traction in the past couple of years. A major reason for this increased interest is due to a variety of applications that a reliable fashion item spotter can enable. For instance, spotted fashion items can be used to retrieve similar or identical fashion items from an online inventory. In the context of visual fashion, fashion apparel spotting appears to be a basic primitive for an automated fashion shopping agent. In this paper, we refer to fashion item spotter as an "Algorithm capable of taking a photograph of a person wearing fashion apparel/accessories as input, and spotting the various fashion apparel/accessories present in the image". The types of fashion apparel/accessories that the algorithm is expected to spot is fixed a priori.
When spotting items in a fashion image, an important issue lies in defining the basic variable for labeling fashion Figure 1 : Bounding boxes of three different instances of "skirt" class. The aspect ratios vary significantly even though they are from the same object class.
items. This can be pixels, superpixels, bounding boxes, etc. In most state-of-the-art fashion spotters, labeling decisions are made on small superpixels that do not overlap with one another. These methods are considered as specialization of the semantic segmentation schemes to the fashion domain. The general workflow of existing methods starts with a super pixel segmentation [1, 2] , followed by feature extraction on super pixels. A relational model is then defined with super pixels as the nodes, and the goal is to assign a label for every super pixel. In certain cases, pose estimators are used as side information to enhance performance on the basic relational model [30] .
This work takes a different view of the problem and advocates a detection based approach using object proposals [26, 3] , where the detection results are given in the form of bounding boxes. Most object proposal methods also utilize underlying image superpixels, exploit hierarchy in the segmentation trees, and have greater support in terms of number of pixels [26, 3] . In other words, instead of inferring a pixel-accurate labeling, we hypothesize that detection of fashion items using object proposals is a far more robust approach to parse a fashion image. We validate this hypothesis through experimentation. Segmentation-based spotters are designed to be as accurate as possible to the pixel level, while detection-based spotters are optimized for performance on bounding boxes. However, there do ex-ist either exact or approximate strategies to move from a bounding box to region and vice versa in both types of spotters. We report results of spotting using bounding box based metrics.
From an application perspective, fashion apparel spotting is typically used to drive a back-end visual search algorithm with an image patch of spotted fashion apparel as a query. (For example, a bag held by Paris Hilton could be spotted and used as a query to search an e-commerce inventory). Detection-based spotters are more suitable for this purpose since: (a) bounding boxes suffice to construct queries for the subsequent visual search, (b) it is generally faster and have lower memory footprint than semantic segmentation, (c) large scale pixel-accurate training data is extremely hard to obtain, while it is much easier to get training data as bounding boxes, and (d) detection is done at instance-level while semantic segmentation does not differentiate multiple instances belonging to the same class.
Although any existing object detection methods can be possibly applied, the fashion item detection task poses its own challenges such as (a) deformation of clothing is large, (b) some fashion items classes are extremely similar each other in appearance (e.g., skirt and a bottom of a dress), (c) the definition of fashion item classes can be ambiguous, and (d) some fashion items are very small. In this work we address some of these challenges by incorporating state-ofthe-art object detector with various domain specific priors.
The state-of-the-art object detector we employ in this work is R-CNN [15] , which combines object proposals with a Convolutional Neural Network [13, 21] . The R-CNN starts by generating a set of object proposals in the form of bounding boxes. Then image patches are extracted from the generated bounding boxes and resized to a fixed size. The Convolutional Neural Network pretrained on a large image database for the image classification task is used to extract features from each image patch. SVM classifiers are then applied to each image patch to determine if the patch belongs to a particular class. The R-CNN is suitable for our task as it can detect objects with various aspect ratios and scales without running a scanning-window search, reducing the computational complexity as well as false positives.
It is evident that there are rich priors that can be exploited in the fashion domain. For instance, handbags are more likely to appear around the wrist or hand of the person holding them, while shoes typically occur near foot. The size of the items are typically proportional to the size of a person. Belts are generally elongated. One of our contributions is to integrate these domain-specific priors with the object proposal based detection method.
We evaluate the detection ability of our algorithm on the previously introduced Fashionista dataset [30] using a newly created bounding box annotations. We convert the segmentation results of state-of-the-art fashion item spot-ter into bounding box results and compare with the results of the proposed method. The experiments demonstrate that our detection-based approach significantly outperforms the state-of-the art segmentation-based approaches with a large margin. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first detection-based fashion item spotting method.
Related Work
The first segmentation-based fashion spotting algorithm for general fashion items was proposed by [30] where they introduce the Fashionista Dataset and utilize a combination of local features and pose estimation to perform semantic segmentation of a fashion image. In [29] , the same authors followed up this work by augmenting the existing approach with data driven model learning, where a model for semantic segmentation was learned only from nearest neighbor images from an external database. Further, this work utilizes textual content along with image information. The follow up work reported considerably better performance than the initial work. We report numbers by comparing to the results accompanying these two papers.
Apart from the above two works, [16] also proposed a segmentation-based approach aimed at assigning a unique label from "Shirt", "Jacket", "Tie" and "Face and skin" classes to each pixel in the image. Their method is focused on people wearing suits.
There exist several clothing segmentation methods [14, 17, 28] whose main goal is to segment out the clothing area in the image and types of clothing are not dealt with. In [14] , a clothing segmentation method based on graph-cut was proposed for the purpose of identity recognition. In [17] , similarly to [14] , a graph-cut based method was proposed to segment out upper body clothing. [28] presented a method for clothing segmentation of multiple people. They propose to model and utilize the blocking relationship among people.
Several works exist for classifying types of upper body clothing [4, 25, 7] . In [25] , a structured learning technique for simultaneous human pose estimation and garment attribute classification is proposed. The focus of this work is on detecting attributes associated with the upper body clothing, such as collar types, color, types of sleeves, etc. Similarly, an approach for detecting apparel types and attributes associated with the upper bodies was proposed in [4, 7] . Since localization of upper body clothing is essentially solved by upper body detectors and detecting upper body is relatively easy, the focus of the above methods are mainly on the subsequent classification stage. On the other hand, we focus on a variety of fashion items with various size which cannot be easily detected even with the perfect pose information.
[31] proposed a real-time clothing recognition method in surveillance settings. They first obtain foreground segmen- tation and classify upper bodies and lower bodies separately into a fashion item class. In [5] , a poselet-based approach for human attribute classification is proposed. In their work, a set of poselet detectors are trained and for each poselet detection, attribute classification is done using SVM. The final results are then obtained by considering the dependencies between different attributes.
Proposed Method
The aim of the proposed method is to detect fashion items in a given image, worn or carried by a single person. The proposed method can be considered as an extension of the recently proposed R-CNN framework [15] , where we utilize various priors on the location, size and aspect ratios of the objects, which we refer to as geometric priors. For the locations, we exploit strong correlations between pose of the person and fashion item locations, which we refer to as pose context. We combine these priors with an appearancebased posterior given by SVM to obtain the final posterior. Thus, the model we propose is a hybrid of discriminative and generative models.
The overview of the proposed algorithm for the testing stage is shown in Fig.2 . Firstly, the pose of the person is estimated by an off-the-shelf pose estimator. Then, a set of candidate bounding boxes are generated by an object proposal algorithm and from each bounding box, image features are extracted. The image features are then fed into a set of SVMs with a sigmoid function to obtain an appearance-based posterior for each class. By utilizing the geometric priors, a final posterior probability for each class is computed for each bounding box. The results are then filtered by a standard non-maximum suppression method [12] . We explain the details of each component below.
Object Proposal
Object detection based on a sliding window strategy has been a standard approach [12, 8, 27, 6] where object detectors are exhaustively run on all possible locations and scales of the image. To accommodate the deformation of the ob-jects, most recent works detect a single object by a set of part-specific detectors and allow the configurations of the parts to vary. Although a certain amount of deformation is accommodated, possible aspect ratios considered are still limited and the computation time increases linearly as the number of part detectors increases.
In our task, the intra-class shape variation is large. For instance, as shown in Fig.1 , bounding boxes of three instances from the same "skirt" class have very different aspect ratios. Thus, for practical use, detection methods which can accommodate various deformations without significant increase in computation time are required.
In order to address these issues, we use object proposal algorithms [26, 3] employed by the state-of-the-art object detectors (i.e., R-CNN [15] ). The object proposal algorithm generates a set of candidate bounding boxes with various aspect ratios and scales. Each bounding box is expected to contain a single object. An image patch within a bounding box is resized to a predefined size and image features are extracted. Since the feature computation is done only at the generated bounding boxes, the computation time is significantly reduced while allowing various aspect ratios and scales. Finally, object proposals are more robust than operating on small superpixels, as done in state-of-the-art fashion spotters [29] in terms of efficiency and support in number of pixels. In this work, we employ Selective Search (SS) [26] as our object proposal method due to its computational efficiency.
Image Features by CNN
Our framework is general in terms of the choice of image features. However, recent results in the community indicate that features extracted by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [13, 21] with many layers perform significantly better than the traditional hand-crafted features such as HOG and LBP on various computer vision tasks [32, 11, 20, 24] . However, in general, to train a good CNN, a large amount of training data is required.
Many of the works show that features extracted by CNN pre-trained on a large image dataset are also effective on other vision tasks. Specifically, a CNN trained on ImageNet database [9] is used for various related tasks as a feature extractor and achieve impressive performance [10, 22] . In this work, we use CaffeNet [18] , a CNN trained on ImageNet dataset, as a feature extractor.
SVM training
For each object class, we train a linear SVM to classify an image patch as positive or negative. The training patches are extracted from the training data with groundtruth bounding boxes. The detail of the procedure is described in Sec.4.2.
Probabilistic formulation
We formulate a probabilistic model to combine outputs from the SVM and the priors on the object location, size and aspect ratio ( geometric priors ) into the final posterior for each object proposal. The computed posterior is used as a score for each detection.
Let B = (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) denote bounding box coordinates of an object proposal. Let f denote image features extracted from B. We denote by c = (l x , l y ) the location of the bounding box center, where l x = (x 1 + x 2 )/2 and l y = (y 1 + y 2 )/2. We denote by a = log((y 2 − y 1 )/(x 2 − x 1 )), the log aspect ratio of the bounding box and by r = log((y 2 − y 1 ) + (x 2 − x 1 )) the log of half the length of the perimeter of the bounding box. We refer to c, a and r as geometric features.
Let Y denote a set of fashion item classes and y z ∈ {+1, −1}, where z ∈ Y , denote a binary variable indicating whether or not B contains an object belonging to z. Let t = (t 1 , . . . , t K ) ∈ R 2×K denote pose information, which is a set of K 2D joint locations on the image. The pose information serves as additional contextual information for the detection.
We introduce a graphical model describing the relationship between the above variables ( Fig.3) and define a posterior of y z given f , t, c, a and r as follows: p(y z |f, c, a, r, t) ∝ p(y z |f )p(c|y z , t)p(a|y z )p(r|y z , t)
Here we assume that p(t) and p(f ) are constant. The first term on the RHS defines the appearance-based posterior and the following terms are the priors on the geometric features. For each object proposal, we compute p(y z = 1|f, c, a, r, t) and use it as a detection score. The introduced model can be seen as a hybrid of discriminative and generative models. In the following sections, we give the details of each component.
Appearance-based Posterior
We define an appearance based posterior p(y z = 1|f ) as
where w z is an SVM weight vector for the class z and λ z is a parameter of the sigmoid function Sig(x; λ z ) = 1/(1 + exp(−λ z x)). The parameter λ z controls the shape of the sigmoid function. We empirically find that the value of λ z largely affects the performance. Thus, in the experiments we optimize λ z based on the final detection performance on the validation set.
Geometric Priors

Priors on Aspect Ratio and Perimeter
The term p(r|y z = 1, t) is the prior on perimeter conditioned on the existence of an object from class z and pose t. Intuitively, the length of perimeter r, which captures the object size, is useful for most of the items as there is a typical size for each item. Also, r is generally proportional to the size of a person. The size of the person can be defined using t in various ways, however, in this work, since the images in the dataset we use for experiments are already normalized such that the size of the person is roughly same, we assume p(r|y z = 1, t) = p(r|y z = 1).
The term p(a|y z = 1) is the prior on the aspect ratio of the object bounding box conditioned on the existence of an object from class z. Intuitively, the aspect ratio a is useful for detecting items which have a distinct aspect ratio. For instance, the width of waist belt and glasses are most likely larger than their height. To model both p(a|y z = 1) and p(r|y z = 1), we use a 1-D Gaussian fitted by standard maximum likelihood estimation. 
Pose dependent prior on the bounding box center
We define a pose dependent prior on the bounding box center as
where T z is a set of joints that are informative about the bounding box center location of the object belonging to the class z. The algorithm to determine T z for each fashion item class z will be described shortly. Each p((l x , l y ) − t k |y z = 1) models the relative location of the bounding box center with respect to the k-th joint location.
Intuitively, the locations of fashion items and those of body joints have strong correlations. For instance, the location of hat should be close to the location of head and thus, the distribution of their offset vector, p((l x , l y ) − t Head |y Hat = 1) should have a strong peak around t Head and relatively easy to model. On the other hand, the location of left hand is less informative about the location of the hat and thus, p((l x , l y ) − t Lefthand |y Hat = 1) typically have scattered and complex distribution which is difficult to model appropriately. Thus, it is beneficial to use for each fashion item only a subset of body joints that have strong correlations with the location of that item.
The relative location of the objects with respect to the joints can be most faithfully modeled as a multimodal distribution. For instance, bags, purses and wallets are typically carried on either left or right hand side of the body, thus generating multimodal distributions. To confirm this claim, In Fig.4 , we show a plot of (l x , l y ) − t Neck of "Bag" and a plot of (l x , l y ) − t LeftAnkle of "Left Shoe" obtained from the dataset used in our experiments. As can be seen, p((l x , l y ) − t Neck |y Bag = 1) clearly follows a multimodal distribution while p((l x , l y ) − t LeftAnkle |y LeftShoe = 1) has a unimodal distribution. Depending on the joint-item pair, it is necessary to automatically choose the number of modes.
To address the challenges raised above, we propose an algorithm to automatically identify the subset of body joints T z and learn a model. For each pair of a fashion item z and a body joint k, we model p((l x , l y ) − t k |y z = 1) by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and estimate the parameters by the EM-algorithm. We determine the number of the components of the GMM based on the Bayesian Information Criteria [19, 23] to balance the complexity of the model and fit to the data. To obtain T z for item z, we pick the top 2 joints whose associated GMM has larger likelihood. This way, for each item, body joints which have less scattered offsets are automatically chosen. The selected joints for each item will be shown in the experiment section.
Experiments
Dataset
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we use the Fashionista Dataset which was introduced by [30] for the pixel-level clothing segmentation task. Each image in this dataset is fully annotated at the pixel level, (i.e.) a class label is assigned to each pixel. In addition to the pixel-level annotations, each image is tagged with fashion items presented in the images. In [29] , another dataset called Paper Doll Dataset including 339,797 tagged images is introduced and utilized to boost performance on the Fashionista Dataset. Our method does not use either associated tags or the Paper Doll Dataset. We use the predefined training and testing split for the evaluation (456 images for training and 229 images for testing) and take out 20% of the training set as the validation set for the parameter tuning.
In the Fashionista Dataset, there are 56 classes including 53 fashion item classes and three additional non-fashion item classes (hair, skin and background.) We first remove some classes that do not appear often in the images and those whose average pixel size is too small to detect.
We then merge some classes which look very similar. For instance, there are "bag", "Purse" and "Wallet" classes but the distinction between those classes are visually vague, thus we merge those three classes into a single "Bag" class. We also discard all the classes related to footwear such as "sandal" and "heel' and instead add "left shoe" and "right shoe" classes which include all types of footwear. It is intended that, if needed by a specific application, a sophisticated fine-grained classification method can be applied as a post-processing step once we detect the items. Eventually, we obtain 10 new classes where the occurrence of each class is large enough for the detector training and the appearance of the items in the same class is similar. The complete definition of the new 10 classes and some statistics are shown in Table 1 .
We create ground truth bounding boxes based on the pixel-level annotations under the new definition of classes. For classes other than "Left shoe" and "Right shoe", we define a ground truth bounding box as the one that tightly For "Left shoe" and "Right shoe" classes, since there is no distinction between right and left shoes in the original pixel-level annotations, this automatic procedure cannot be applied. Thus, we manually annotate bounding boxes for "Right shoe" and "Left shoe" classes. These bounding box annotations will be made available to facilitate further research on the fashion item detection. Our framework is general in the choice of pose estimators. In this work, we use pose estimation results provided in the Fashionista Dataset. The number of the joints is 14 (head, neck, left/right shoulder, left/right elbow, left/right wrist, left/right hip, left/right knee and left/right foot). Since the Fashionista Dataset also provides the ground-truth pose information, we also evaluate the performance of our method with the true poses to obtain an upper bound on the performance.
In Table 1 , we show the first and second key body joints that are selected by the proposed algorithm. Interestingly, for "Pants", "Shorts" and "Skirt", left hip and right hip are selected but for "Tights", left knee and right knee are selected instead.
Detector Training
We create training image patches for the detector training by cropping the training images based on the ground-truth bounding boxes. Before cropping, we enlarge the bounding boxes by a scale factor of 1.8 to include the surrounding regions. The cropped image patches are then resized to the size of the first layer of CaffeNet (227 by 227 pixels). To in-crease the number of training patches, we run the Selective Search algorithm on the training images and for each generated bounding box, we compute the intersection over union (IoU) with the ground-truth bounding boxes. If the IoU is larger than 0.5 for a particular class, we use the patch as an additional training instance for that class. If IoU is smaller than 0.1 with ground-truth bounding boxes of all the classes, we use it as a training instance for a background class. We also obtain training patches for the background class by including image patches from ground-truth bounding boxes of the classes which we do not include in our new 10 classes.
The number of training patches for each class obtained are shown in Table 2 . From the obtained training patches, we train a set of linear SVMs, each of which is trained by using instances in a particular class as positive samples and all instances in the remaining classes as negative samples. The parameters of SVMs are determined on the validation set. Table 4 : Average Precision of each method. "Full (w/ Estimated Poses)" achieves better mAP and APs for all the items than "w/o geometric priors" and "w/o appearance".
Results
We first evaluate the performance of the Selective Search method in terms of precision and recall. Here, precision is defined as the number of object proposals which match the ground-truth bounding boxes regardless of the classes, divided by the total number of object proposals. Specifically, we consider each object proposal as correct if IoU ≥ 0.5 for at least one ground-truth bounding box. We compute recall for each class by the number of ground-truth bounding boxes which have at least one corresponding object proposal, divided by the total number of ground-truth bounding boxes.
In Table 3 , we show the precision, recall and the average number of object proposals per image. We tune the parameters of the Selective Search to retain high recall so that the it will not miss too many true objects. Although it results in the low precision, false positives are reduced in the subsequent classification stage.
We evaluate the performance of the detection methods using precision-recall curves. For each precision-recall curve, we compute the average precision (AP) and from all the APs we compute mean average precision (mAP). In Table 4, we report the performance of the proposed framework with four different settings, "Full (w/ Estimated Poses)" represents our complete method using the estimated poses, "Full (w/ GT Poses)" represents the complete method using the ground-truth poses, "w/o geometric prior" represents a method which does not use the geometric priors and "w/o appearance" is a method which does not use the appearancebased posterior.
From the comparison between "Full (w/ Estimated Poses)" and "w/o geometric prior", it is clear that incorporating geometric priors significantly improves the performance (35.8% improvement for mAP). This result indicates the effectiveness of the geometric priors in the fashion item detection task. Using the ground-truth poses ("Full (w/ GT Poses)"), we obtain 7.4% improvement compared to the results using the estimated poses. Notably, by using the geometric priors alone, we still obtain about half mAP of the "Full (w/ Estimated Poses)". Note that we cannot compute precision-recall curves of the baseline method since their results do not have scores, thus they are not included in Table 4 .
In Fig.5 we show precision-recall curves of the proposed methods with various settings as well as precision-recall points of the baseline methods. In the figures, "paperdoll" refers to the results of [29] and "fashionista" refers to [30] . Except for "Pants", our complete method with the estimated poses outperforms the baselines with a large margin. Note that "paperdoll" [29] uses the large database of tagged fashion images as additional training data.
In Fig.6 , we show some qualitative results. We argue that fashion item detection has its own unique challenges. First of all, even with our new fashion item classes, some fashion items are visually very similar to each other. For example, "Tights" and "Pants" can look very similar since both items can have a variety of colors. The only distinguishable cue might be how tight it is, which is quite challenging to capture. Another example is "Skirt" and bottom half of a dress. Both items have extremely similar appearance. The only difference is that a dress is a piece of cloth which covers both upper body and lower body and this difference is difficult to detect. Furthermore, "Belt" and "Glasses" are difficult to detect as they are usually very small. Finally, in Table 5 , we show the computation time of the proposed algorithm to process one image.
Total Object Proposal Feature Computation 10.9s 1.3s 9.3s Table 5 : Computation time of the proposed algorithm to process one image. Our full method outperforms the baseline method with a large margin, except for "Pants". Note that we do not have results from the baseline methods for "Left shoe" and "Right shoe" as they are newly defined in this work. Figure 6 : Example detection results obtained by the proposed method ("Full (w/ Estimated Poses)"). Note that we overlaid text labels manually to improve legibility.
Conclusion
In this work, we reformulate the fashion item parsing task, traditionally treated as a semantic segmentation task, as an object detection task and propose a hybrid discriminative-generative model which incorporates stateof-the-art object detectors with various priors on the locations and geometries of the objects. Since the locations of fashion items are strongly correlated with the pose of a person, we propose a pose-dependent prior model which can automatically select the most informative joints for each fashion item and learn the distributions from the data. Through experimental evaluations, we observe the effectiveness of the proposed priors in the fashion item detection task.
